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Personal Virtues 
Auctoritas: "Spiritual Authority" The sense of one's social 
standing, built up through experience, Pietas, and Industria.

Comitas: "Humor" Ease of manner, courtesy, openness, and 
friendliness.

Clementia: "Mercy" Mildness and gentleness.

Dignitas: "Dignity" A sense of self-worth, personal pride.
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Virtue is moral excellence. A virtue is a trait or quality that is deemed to
be morally good and thus is valued as a foundation of principle and good
moral being. Personal virtues are characteristics valued as promoting
collective and individual greatness. The opposite of virtue is vice. The
four classic cardinal virtues are temperance, prudence, courage, and juâ€¦
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Roman virtues - NovaRoma
www.novaroma.org/nr/Roman_Virtues
Personal virtues . These are the qualities of life to which every citizen (and, ideally,
everyone else) should aspire. They are the heart of the Via Romana â€” the Roman Way
â€” and are thought to be those qualities which gave the Roman Republic the moral
strength to conquer and civilize the world.
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Roman Virtues - Crystalinks
www.crystalinks.com/romanvirtues.html
Roman Virtues . Personal Virtues. These are the qualities of life to which every Citizen
(and, ideally, everyone else) should aspire. They are the heart of the Via Romana â€” the
Roman Way â€” and are thought to be those qualities which gave the Roman Republic the
moral strength to conquer and civilize the world.

Roman Virtues: Imitate the Ancient Romans | Virtue.net
www.virtue.net/virtues/roman/virtues.php
Roman Virtues. The Romans had a strong sense of how they thought their citizens
should behave and what they should be, and they also had a set of virtues that described
how the country as a whole should govern and interact with other societies.

The Roman Virtues - University of Hawaii System
www2.hawaii.edu/~lanning/maximus.html
Personal Virtues These are the qualities of life to which every citizen should aspire. They
are the heart of the Via Romana--the Roman Way--and are thought to be those qualities
which gave the Roman Republic the moral strength to conquer and civilize the world:

Roman Virtues? - The Society of the Roman Way
www.societasviaromana.net/Collegium_Philosophicum/virtues.php
QUESTION MARK That's right. This article has a question mark. The intention of this
small essay logically is to examine what is meant by the "Roman virtues".

Roman virtues - Everything2.com
https://www.everything2.com/title/Roman+virtues
As with most societies, the Romans had a number of well-defined virtues that were
considered vital for respectable members of society. A Roman's public...

the Roman Virtues - Roman Republic
romanrepublic.org/wip/virtues.pdf
Restoring the Ancient Roman Virtues 3 Roman Republic: Res publica Romana|
RomanRepublic.org historical tradition. Virtus was a social constant, and the core of
Roman social expectations.
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Buy Roman Virtue on Amazon - amazon.com
www.amazon.com/books
AD Read Customer Reviews & Find Best Sellers. Free 2-Day Shipping w/Amazon Prime.
Online shopping from a great selection at Books Store. ... Only 3 left in stock ...
Read Ratings & Reviews · Fast Shipping · Shop Our Huge Selection · Shop Best Sellers
Categories: Books, Movies, Electronics, Clothing, Toys and more
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